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Medication Delivery Wherever & Whenever  
Your Patients Need It

Medication Delivery Wherever & Whenever 
Your Patients Need It
Easy. Regardless of who you are or your location, McKesson’s 
mobile delivery powered by RxTrax can help optimize a 
health system’s bedside medication delivery service, as well 
as a pharmacy’s mobile delivery service as a way to maximize 
a patient’s convenience and care. It can improve patient 
adherence, reduce readmissions, and speed-up secured  
payment processing – all conveniently performed at a patient’s 
home or bedside.
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WHO and WHERE you are is not a challenge.   
As a health system or Long-term care facility pharmacy…

We know how much of a benefit it is to have a beside medication delivery 
program. Not only does it help facilitate a patient’s access to post 
hospitalization medications and counseling for hospitalization existing 
medications, it also streamlines and optimizes the tracking and  
payments of medication deliveries.  Mobile delivery also reduces the  
cost of hospital care by reducing hospital readmissions associated with 
non-adherent patients.

As an independent or chain pharmacy…
Regardless of your size, location, or daily script volume, mobile delivery 
helps optimize the fulfillment and distribution of prescriptions to 
customers, and simplifies the entire purchasing process by allowing 
deliveries to be made directly to a patient’s home.

Some of the highlighted benefits to you and your customers include:  

·  System agnostic - Integrates with your current pharmacy software system

·  Easy Conversion – Converts to new technology seamlessly

·  Easy to Use – Deliveries occur using any iOS device

·  Paperless, yet printable – All information is easily accessible and 
printable via the pharmacy’s secured online database.

·  GPS Enabled – Delivery routes are organized and driver performance tracked.

·  Delivery verification and notes capture – Quick delivery verification by 
capturing a recipient’s driver’s license / state ID photos.

·  Signature capture – Captured signatures include HIPAA, counseling, 
pick-up acknowledgement, and easy open caps.

·  Transactions on the go – Accept payments anytime and from anywhere, 
whether your customer is using credit card, Flexible Spending (FSA), cash, 
or in-house accounts. 

Safe and Secure Transactions
All transactions are secure and PCI compliant using industry-leading, 
end-to-end encrypted devices. Data is immediately transferred to the 
pharmacy system with no personal data being retained on any device.

Consulting Services
Our consultative approach enables faster and smoother implementations 
of outpatient, long-term care facility bedside delivery programs with less 
trial and error, and provides a new revenue source.

Start a Mobile Delivery Program Today
Fast, convenient, and simplified. That’s what you demand, and what your 
patients expect. So that’s what we deliver. Seeing is believing, so ask your 
McKesson sales consultant today for a quick product demo and see for 
yourself how mobile delivery can help make your life easy, improve your 
patient outcomes, and increase your revenue.  

Optimize pharmacy 
prescription deliveries 
with RxTrax technology

The Mobile Delivery 
service has been very useful 
to our pharmacy. It saves 
us time at the register 
because we don’t have 
to update the deliveries 
anymore as it is done 
automatically. Mobile 
Delivery also makes it 
much easier to find where 
deliveries are during the 
day in real time without 
having to call the driver.” 

—Michael Burhenn,  
Owner of Burhenn’s Pharmacy,  

Erie, PA
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